Main Session Going Romance 2021 (Thursday 2 December 2021)

9.00-10.00  
*Keynote speaker: Henriette de Swart (Utrecht University)*  
Perfect variations in Romance: a parallel corpus approach

10.00-10.15  
break

10.15-10.45  
*Fabienne Martin, Elisabeth Backes, Daniil Bondarenko and Yining Nie* (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)  
Variation in the actuality inference of circumstantial modals in French

10.45-11.15  
*Jon Ander Mendia* (Cornell University)  
Degree relative clauses

11.15-11.30  
break

11.30-12.00  
*Jan Casalicchio* (Università degli Studi di Palermo) and *Peter Herbeck* (University of Wuppertal & University of Vienna)  
New insights into the structure of pseudo-relatives, infinitives and gerunds with perception verbs in Spanish

12.00-12.30  
*Keith Tse* (University of Lancaster/Ronin Institute/IGDORE)  
Ibero-Romance prepositional infinitive (el deísmo): microparametric variation in Spanish dialects

12.30-13.30  
LUNCH

13.30-14.00  
*Brian Gravely* (University of Arizona)  
How far does the PCC extend? Evidence from Romance causatives

14.00-14.30  
*Daniela Castillo* (The Graduate Center of the City University of New York)  
The clause-internal phase boundary in Spanish

14.30-15.00  
break + poster session

*Samantha Becerra Zita* (LLING - Université de Nantes)  
Answers in Gallo to negative polar questions

*Enzo Laurenti and Alda Mari* (Institut Jean Nicod, CNRS/ENS/EHESS/PSL)  
Solipsistic and intersubjective bouletic attitudes

*María Eugenia Mangialavori Rasia* (CONICET)  
Prepositions in Spanish and possible exploitation to unaccounted uses

*Javier Caro Reina* (University of Cologne)  
Morphosyntactic patterns of unique nouns in Romance languages

*Giuseppe Rugna* (Università degli Studi di Firenze)  
A Distinctness account of the distribution of Relative wh-DPs in English and Romance
Barbara Schirakowski (Freie Universität Berlin)
Satellite-framed encoding of creation events in French. Judgment data on resultative PPs and effected objects

15.00-15.30 Carlos Muñoz Pérez (Universidad Austral de Chile)
Anticausative SE is an expletive: evidence from stylistic applicatives in Chilean Spanish

15.30-15.45 break

15.45-16.15 Giuseppe Rugna and Ludovico Franco (Università degli Studi di Firenze)
Prepositions as relators in Italian prepositional compounds

16.15-16.45 Jiaojiao Yao (Center of Linguistics, University of Lisbon)
The syntax of European Portuguese resultatives

Alternates for oral presentation
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